2008 4 runner

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They answered all my
questions, were helpful without being pushy and I think genuinely helpful whatever my decision
would be. Questionable quality and knowledge about truck I looked at. I inspected it and I
noticed the AC pump was missing and hoses were tied up with wire, they had no idea it was like
that. Looked at another truck and that had 3 different types of tires on it and rears were bald.
Vehicle was not as described. Body damage on front bumper not disclosed in vehicle
description. The staff are friendly. I traveled miles to see this car. Wasted trip. They were very
helpful and honest about their company. Also they answer all questions to the best of their
ability and wait until you are ready to make a decision. The car was everything he said with no
hidden agenda. FAir price so I bought it and drove it home happy. They do not ship or even try
to help shipping cars out of state. I would have bought the mini but they said they do not get
involved in shipping. This dealer was not honest with the Milage on the car. The carfax had
reported three different mileage numbers, the dealership had the lowest of the numbers
imputted at carguru but other reports of the car had the mileage way higher. The dealer let us
know about the mileage miscommunication right when we were in his office ready to buy the
car. Be aware. Completely waste of time. Went there to see a car. The owner was not there, so
no test drive. And tried to start up the car, the battery was dead. Michael and Martin over at PAO
helped me out a lot I have real bad credit but they got me financed and put me in a beautiful
Cadillac CTS now I can rebuild my credit I'm going back to them to get another car for my little
girl in about a year. Thx Pomona Auto Outlet for hooking me up.. Yes the dealership contacted a
couple of days later to tell me the vehicle had been sold. The same vehicle has remained on
Cargurus and their website and also has had a price reduction. The 4runner should be listed as
"ad we use to get people to contact us". I also emailed back to the automated GM email to see if
the salesperson was mistaken on the vehicle being sold. No response. I inquired about a vehicle
and was told it was at a mechanic shop. Shortly after i had heard nothing back for a week after
being reassured i would be contacted immediatly after the arrival of the vehicle, their salesman
Daniel Blanco sold the vehicle out from under me. Yelen was very quick to respond to my
inquiry and the truck was clean in and out. After going through several car dealers I finally
bought the Navigator from them. Yelen, Aziz, and Joe had provided me with honest, hassle free,
and quick service! I would definitely recommend them to my friends. The finance guy was kinda
rushing us to get out of there cause it was almost closing time. Had to call. Did not respond to
my inquiry. I emailed for info on Cad DTS an got no response. Later in the wk they had another
Cad DTS for sale. Emailed for info but no response. I had to call Premium to get some info. Ben
owns a small dealership and has been in business for 20 years. He proved to be a very nice,
honest, and trustworthy dealer. He promptly answered all my phone calls and questions. The
van was in very good condition, the price was great, and there were no hidden fees. It truly was
a pleasurable experience doing business with him so I plan to buy from him again in the future.
Thank you, Ben and Car Gurus for helping me find the perfect van for my family of 8. They love
it. The Toyota 4Runner is carried over from the model year, but all trims gain side and curtain
airbags as safety features. Toyota's midsize SUV received a full overhaul for , alongside the
Tacoma pickup. In the past twenty-five years, Toyota's 4Runner has evolved from a modest
two-door pickup variation into a sleek and rugged-looking midsize SUV. The cars of the earlyand mids simply resembled capped pickup trucks, but the 4Runner of the 21st century has its
own unique style, set significantly apart from its closest relative, the Tacoma pickup. This
fourth-generation 4Runner has received owner and reviewer acclaim for its ideal blend of a
luxurious interior environment and its rugged and capable exterior. The abundance of standard
safety items is also a greatly appreciated feature, along with a strong 5,pound towing capacity,
nimble handling for an SUV, and reasonable gas mileage despite its size and power.
Shortcomings are often attributed to minor creature comforts like interior illumination, the lack
of rear climate controls, and the awkward placement of some controls. There are currently a
dozen 4Runner variations, thanks to three trim levels, each composed of four variants. There
are V6 and V8 engine options, each available with either two-wheel or four-wheel drive. The SR5
is the entry point in the 4Runner lineup, and it includes automatic climate control, keyless entry,
a CD player, trip computer, and power windows, locks, and mirrors. The Sport Edition adds
power seats, inch wheels, and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. The top-shelf Limited trim
gains running boards, dual climate control, inch wheels, leather, and heated front seats. The
options list is extensive for all models. For powerplants, buyers may opt for the 4. The larger
engine is a 4. Both engines utilize Toyota's VVTi variable-valve-timing system for improved fuel
economy, and both are paired with a five-speed electronically controlled automatic
transmission. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new

cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Toyota 4Runner listings in your area Search
Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus
User. Authorized Toyota Dealer. Read more. Why Use CarGurus? A longtime favorite of ours,
the Toyota 4Runner is a traditional midsize SUV that does just about everything well.
Consumers who don't plan on much recreational use, however, would be better served by a top
crossover. Sport-utility vehicles, if one was to paraphrase George Bush Sr. And that's been a
good thing -- crossover models, with their car-based architecture and on-road-biased handling,
are much better suited for the way most consumers use their SUVs. But there are still people
who like the idea of owning a traditional truck-based SUV, and for them, there's the Toyota
4Runner. The body-on-frame 4Runner, a mainstay of Toyota's lineup since the mids, still has
the expected rugged good looks and true off-road capability of a stout, no-nonsense
sport-utility vehicle. This might seem like a misguided philosophy when you consider that few
SUV owners actually go off-road, but Toyota looks at the situation a bit differently. It sees the
4Runner's all-terrain capability as a selling point over its rivals. If you want a "soft roader," there
are plenty to choose from -- Toyota's redesigned Highlander is a perfect example. But if you
want a midsize SUV that doesn't faint at the first sign of dirt, the Toyota 4Runner is still the real
deal. This isn't to say the 4Runner is a feckless choice for urban duty. It drives well, has a
powerful V6 or available V8 under the hood, and is reasonably comfortable. But there's no
getting away from the fact that it's an older model last redesigned in Among the old guard of
SUVs, the 4Runner still holds its own, though three of its closest competitors, the Jeep Grand
Cherokee, Nissan Pathfinder and Dodge Durango, have been significantly updated this year.
Compared to most modern crossovers, the Toyota 4Runner is outclassed in terms of interior
space, ride quality and fuel efficiency. It comes in three trim levels: SR5, Sport and Limited.
Stepping up to the Sport Edition adds larger inch wheels, "X-REAS" shock absorbers,
color-keyed exterior mirrors, power front seats V6 models , special seat fabric and a telescoping
leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls. High-dollar Limited models pick up
illuminated running boards, inch wheels, dual-zone automatic climate control, a volt power
outlet, leather upholstery, heated front seats, a six-CD changer and satellite radio. Options
include a navigation system, Bluetooth, a rear-seat DVD entertainment system, a premium JBL
audio system, a third-row seat and a two-tier cargo shelf. The Toyota 4Runner is available with
rear- or four-wheel drive and one of two engines. The standard 4. The optional 4. All 4Runners
get a five-speed automatic transmission. Towing capacity is 7, pounds on V8 models, while V6
models top out at 5, pounds. All models come standard with antilock disc brakes with brake
assist, stability control and roll-sensing side-curtain airbags for the first and second rows of
seating. Front seat side airbags are also standard. In government crash testing, the Toyota
4Runner earned four out of five stars in the frontal-impact category and a perfect five stars for
side impacts. In Insurance Institute for Highway Safety tests, the vehicle earned a top "Good"
rating for its protection of occupants in frontal-offset and side-impact collisions. Both engines
move the 4Runner out quickly. Although the V8 is a must if you plan on doing any serious
towing, most buyers will be happy with the less expensive and more fuel-efficient V6. When
driven on pavement, the Toyota 4Runner delivers a smooth, controlled ride, and handling
around turns is surprisingly tight and responsive for a traditional body-on-frame sport-ute. The
front left damper, or shock, is linked to the rear right and the front right is linked to the rear left.
The system helps improve on-road handling and dampens body roll and pitch. Taken off-road,
this Toyota SUV is right at home, tackling steep passes with little drama and delivering an
almost luxurious ride even on rutted trails. The Toyota 4Runner offers roomy quarters for four
to five passengers. The optional third-row seat strikes us as an afterthought, however. It
provides minimal legroom even for kids and it doesn't fold flat into the floor. The overall design
of the interior is aesthetically pleasing and functional, with most controls easy to find and use.
Our only major ergonomic complaint concerns the climate controls, which look like intuitive
dials but work more like joysticks. Maximum cargo capacity is 75 cubic feet, which trails behind
most of the 4Runner's midsize competitors. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of
dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help
you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research
the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find
cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're
interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out

what other owners paid for the Used Toyota 4Runner. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask
most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial
perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan
in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive
option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car
every three years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota 4Runner lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos.
Appraise this car. Third-row seat doesn't fold flat and has little legroom when in use,
below-average cargo capacity. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale.
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The Toyota 4Runner gets the formerly optional side
curtain airbags as standard equipment. Read more. Write a review See all 80 reviews. I bought
this truck used in , with k miles. Yes, you read that correctly: , miles! In the 30k miles I have had
it including driving halfway across the country , I have only had 2 issues. I have had the
driveshaft? Sort of a pain. Of note: the paint scratches relatively easily, but I haven't noticed any
rust issues. Just irritating. Read less. Yea, I loved my Urban Runner. This was my dream
vehicle. It handled well on the highway, was great in winter conditions, and is one of very few
SUV's that have any strong styling anymore. Furthermore, with the truck frame, I believe it is
one of the safest. I too was involved in a head on accident at 65 Mph and survived well in this
truck! When I originally purchased this vehicle in Spring of , I was glad to have the confidence
of all the safety features, but never thought I would have to use them in such a severe accident.
Glad to have survived, wish my 4Runner did too. Bought it with k miles, and it rides like new! I
saw this on a dealers lot with over , miles on it, and it looked like new. Knowing it was a Toyota,
I bought it. I have the 6 cylinder and often pull a 7x14 lightweight cargo trailer with it. It does
great. I love so many things about Toyotas. I just changed the oil tonight, and it's so easy. The
filter is easy to get to, and even has a shroud around it to catch any oil that runs off so it doesn't
mess up the engine area. Oh, and it's now about , and doesn't use a DROP of oil and runs like
new. The body and paint are still perfect with no signs of rust or corrosion. I expect to easily get
k or maybe more. Love, love, love it. No repairs done since last review. The latch release for the
rear hatch has rusted shut. I finally need to have dealer repair work at nearly k mikes. Excellent
vehicle. This winter the electric latch on the tailgate quit releasing, and I need to replace a dash
lightbulb in the heater control section. Amazing vehicle. Steering is still tight. The only repair
was a torn boot on a front CV joint. Mechanic, who is a family friend replaced both front CV
shafts for good measure. Remarkable, amazing vehicle!! In June of , a full-sized crew cab Chevy
pickup ran a red light and hit my left front corner. My left rear corner swung around and his his
R. Front end was bent about 10" to the right. Adjuster said the 4runner probably saved me from
serious injury or worse. I came out without a scratch. I have replaced one set of tires, brake
pads and front rotors, and regular maintenance. That's it. Front end is still tight, and even
though it's now 10 years old, it only has one tiny spot of rust, and that's on the driver's door sill,
about the size of a dime. An outstanding vehicle! The dealer found me an '08 with only 29k
miles- it's virtually identical, but grey not black. It's been a great vehicle. I get 19 mpg unless
towing a heavy boat, I have still had zero repairs. Steering and suspension still feel tight. I have
one spot of rust on the driver's side door frame. It has been as close to a perfect vehicle that I
can imagine. Steering and suspension are still tight and sound. All systems are functioning
perfectly, although sometimes the side mirrors are slow to respond to controls. Rust spot on
door frame hasn't changed. No other body rust. Still no repairs needed. Front end still feels like
new. All A-OK. See all 80 reviews of the Used Toyota 4Runner. Write a review. Frontal Barrier
Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact
Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 21
reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 4Runner. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports
have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to
Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US
vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their
risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years,
CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and
avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the
world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With
more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and
sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

